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ABSTRACT 
Nonsingular hermitian polynomial matrices are completely characterized by bases 
and shift operators of suitably defined inner-product spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a complex polynomial matrix L, 
L(z) = i Ai& Ai E CmXn, 
i=O 
we define L* by L(z)* = Cf+ATz” and call L hermitian if L = L* holds. It is 
the purpose of this note to provide an algebraic framework for the study of 
hermitian nonsingular polynomial matrices. Two vector spaces V, and UL 
together with shift operators S+ and S- can be associated with L, such that 
the finite elementary divisors of L and ZI - Sf are the same and L and 
Z - zS- have the same infinite elementary divisors [8]. If suitable inner 
products are defined on V, and UL, then S’ and S- are self-adjoint operators. 
Since V, and UL with their inner products and their respective shift operators 
determine L completely, the theory of hermitian polynomial matrices is 
subsumed by the theory of hermitian pencils. A different, less conceptual 
approach to selfadjoint matrix polynomials is contained in [4]. It is restricted 
to the special case where the leading coefficient matrix A, of L is nonsingular. 
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2. NONSINGULAR POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
In this section we present results on rational and polynomial matrices 
which will be needed for our investigation. We shall use the following 
notation. Let Q: (( z-- ’ )) denote the vector space of truncated complex Laurent 
series of the form 
We have the decomposition 
c((~~‘))=c[~]~z-lQ:[[z~l]] (2.2) 
where z- ’ c[[+]] h P is t e s ace of formal power series in 2-l with vanishing 
constant term. If f E C( (z- ‘)) is given by (2.1), we put 
The direct sum-(2.2) induces projections r+ and r_ of C( (u”- ‘)) on C[ z] and 
z--‘Q: [ [ z- ‘I] respectively. The set of complex rational functions will be 
denoted by C(z). Since each f E C(z) has a formal power-series expansion 
(2.1), we can embed C(z) into C((z~‘)) and restrict 7~~ and r+ to Q=(z). An 
element of ~T_C( z) will be called strictly proper. In a natural way the 
preceding definitions will be extended to C”( (z-- ‘)) and cnXrn( (z- ‘)). 
If I, E Cnx”[z] is nonsingular, i.e. det L * 0 E C[z], then the following 
two mappings 71A and u’ can be associated with L (see [l] and [8]). The 
projection rL : C n [ z] + @ n [ z] is given by 
7T,,f: = LT_ L 'f, f ==“[,-I, 
and u ‘a :Q=~~[[z~‘]] +c”[z] is defined by 
ULV~ . = L?r+ L-h?, c E cq5 -‘I] 
Let V, be the range of nl., 
V,, : = Im rl,. 
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Then V, is a C[ z]-module [l] with 
p.f: = 7TLPf, P~C[Zl, f EVL, 
and also a vector space over Q= whose dimension is equal to degdet L. The 
right shift S+, 
S+f: =zf, f EVL, 
is a linear operator on the vector space V,. Besides V,, we consider the range 
of uL and put 
UL: = ImaL. 
If we define [8] 
h.w: =aLhw, hE@[[x-‘I], WEU~, 
then UL is a Q= [ [ nP1]]-module. As a complex vector space UL has a 
dimension which is given by the multiplicity of the characteristic root h = co 
of L. On UL we have a left shift S, 
s-w: = z-lw, WEUL. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A realization of a rational matrix W, W E cnx “( z), 
W * 0, is a factorization of the form 
w(z) = Q(Rz + s) -‘P (2.3) 
with R and S in UZrXr, P E crXm, and Q EC”“. The dimension of the 
realization (2.3) is the size T of R and S. A realization is called minimal if its 
dimension is minimal. 
We recall Kalman’s state-space isomorphism theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 [5]. Any strictly proper matrix W, WE x_~“~*(z), 
W* 0, has a realization. Zf C,(xZ- Ai)-lBi, i = 1,2, are two minimal 
realizations of W of dimension r, then there exists a unique nonsingular S 
such that 
A, = SA,S-‘, B,=SB,, and C, = C,S-‘. 
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From a minimal realization of L- ’ we can construct bases for the vector 
spaces V, and UL. 
THEOREM~.~ [8]. LetLEcnX”[z] benonsingular, andL~‘(z)=Q(Rz 
+ S)- ‘P be a minimal realization such that 
(2.4) 
and let 
Q=(C H) and P= ; 
i i 
be partitioned according to (2.4). Then the columns of e(z) : = L( z)C( ZI - 
A)-' form a basis of V,. The matrix of S with respect to this basis is A, i.e., 
S’& = eA. The columns of Z?(z): = L(z)H(I - zN_’ form a basis of UL, 
and Sk = fiN. The finite and infinite elementay divisors of L and Rz + S 
are the same. 
3. HERMITIAN REALIZATIONS 
We call a rational matrix W with a formal expansion 
W(z)= 5 WjZ’, Wi’ CnXn, 
j= -_oo 
hermitian if Wi = Wi* holds. A factorization 
W(z) = C(Ez + F) -‘C* 
is a hermitian realization of W if Ex + F is a hermitian pencil, i.e., 
(4% + F)* = Ez + F. 
The following congruenck result will be used in our investigation. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let WE QZ”~“(Z), W * 0, be hermitian. Then W admits 
a hermitian minin& red&&on. If Ci(Eiz + Fi)-‘C,1c, i = 1,2, are two reali- 
zations of dime&on m iohich are minimal and hermitian, then there exists a 
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rum&&w matrix T E Q= m x m such that 
E,z+F,=T(E,z+F,)T* ad &=C,T*. 
Proof. We first assume that W is strictly proper. If W(z) = C( zI - A) - ‘B 
is a minimal realization, then W = W* yields W(z)= B*(zZ - A*)-$*, 
which is also minimal. According to Theorem 2.1 there exists a unique 
nonsingular S such that 
A* = SASS’, C*= SE, and CS-‘= B*. (3.1) 
Note that [7] also S* satisfies the equations (3.1). Therefore S = S*, AS-’ = 
(AS-‘)*, and the realization W(z) = B*(S-‘z - AS-I)-‘B is hermitian and 
minimal. Now let 
D(A,z - Ao)-‘D* (3.2) 
and K( F,z - F,)- ‘K* be two hermitian minimal realizations of W. Then 
Again by Kalman’s theorem there exists a unique nonsingular M such that 
F,F,’ = MA,A,‘M-I, K* = MD*, and KF;‘M = DA;‘. (3.3) 
It is easily seen that the relations (3.3) are also satisfied by Fl(M*)-lA;‘. 
Because of uniqueness we have M = F,(M*)-‘A;‘, which yields 
Fl = MAIM*, F, = MA,M*, and K=DM*. 
After we have shown that the result is true in the case of W being strictly 
proper, we can proceed along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [8]. If 
P(z) is a polynomial matrix, then z-‘P(z-‘) is strictly proper. Therefore a 
hermitian P has a minimal hermitian realization 
R(N, - ZrV,)-lR* (3.4) 
where NO is nonsingular and N; ’ Ni is nilpotent, and the pencil NO - N,z is 
determined up to congruence. In the general case we decompose W into 
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W = Y + Z, where Y is the strictly proper and Z is the polynomial part of W. 
If (3.2) and (3.4) are hermitian minimal realizations of Y and Z respectively, 
then 
(3.5) 
is a realization of W with the same properties. 
To prove the congruence result we note that for a nonsingular hermitian 
pencil Ez + F there exists an invertible constant matrix S such that (see e.g. 
131) 
i 
A,z - A, 
S(Ez+F)S*= o 
where A, is nonsingular and det(N, - Niz) E C. If C,(E,z + F,)-‘CT,*, i = 1,2, 
are two hermitian minimal realizations of W, then we can reduce them by a 
congruence transformation to the form 
&,z - Aio 0 
0 Nio - N,,z 
-l(Di Ri)* 
Then D,(A,,z - Ai,)-‘D: and R,(Ni, - NiIz)P’RT are realizations of Y and 
Z which are minimal and hermitian. Hence the congruence result which has 
been established for strictly proper and for polynomial matrices is also valid in 
the general rational case. n 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L E 6Znxn[z] he hermitian and nonsingular, and let a 
hermitian minimal realization of L- ’ be given by (3.5), where A, is invertible 
and det(N, - N,.z) is constant. 
(LY) The columns of 
fi(z):=L(z)D(A,z-A,)-’ (3.6) 
are a basis of V,. The matrix of the shij? operator S+ with respect to this basis 
is A,A,‘, and 
,_(~(z)*L~‘(z)~(z))=(A,z-A,)-‘. (3.7) 
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(p) The columns of 
Ei(z):=L(z)R(N”-Nlz)-’ (3.8) 
form a basis of UL. With respect to fi the operator S ~ has the matrix 
representation N,NO-‘. lf zP’V(z) is strictly proper such that aLV = l?, then 
r+(V(z)*L-‘(z)V(z))=(Na-N,x)-‘. 
Proof. Write (3.5) as 
(3.9) 
( 
0 
DA, 
I-zNJ’,-~ 
Then the first two statements of (a) and (p) are immediate consequences of 
Theorem 2.2. 
For the proof of (3.7) we put M: = m_(D*L-‘D). Then 
M=m__(D(z)*D(Arz-A,)-‘). 
Since A, is nonsingular, we can expand D( z)*D as 
which yields 
@z)*D = e Q(A,z -A,)‘, (3.10) 
i=O 
M=Q,(A,z-A,)-‘. (3.11) 
From (3.10) we obtain @z)*D-U(z)(A,z - A,)= QO, where U(Z) is a 
polynomial matrix. Since D(A,z - A,)-‘D* is a minimal realization, the 
matrices D and A,z - A, are right coprime (see [6, p. 1651). Thus Q, is 
nonsingular. For M the polynomial part of L-’ is irrelevant. Therefore 
M=~_(~)(z)*D(A~z-A,,-~D*~)(z)) 
and from 
D( z)*D = Q0 + U( z)( A,z - A,) 
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follows 
M=Q,(A,z-A,))‘@. (3.12) 
Finally (3.11), (3.12), and Q0 nonsingular imply Q0 = I and M = ( A,.z - 
A,)-? 
In a similar way we can prove (3.9). Put 
K: = m+(V(z)*L-‘(z)V(z)). 
Since N, is nonsingular, we have an expansion 
V(z)*R = i s,(z-‘No - NJ’. 
i=O 
Then 
(3.13) 
implies 
K = S,(N” - qz) l. (3.14) 
From (3.13) follows 
v(z)*I-l+w(z)(z-‘Na-N,)=S,, (3.15) 
where z -lW(z) is a suit able strictly proper matrix. Because of the minimal&y 
of the realization R(N, - N,z))‘R*, the matrices R and (z-‘N, - Nr) are 
right coprime over C [[ z- ‘I], and S, is nonsingular. The strictly proper part 
of L- ’ has no effect on K. Hence (3.15) yields 
and from (3.14) it follows that S, = I. n 
4. INDEFINITE INNER PRODUCTS 
It will be assumed throughout this section that L E Cnxn[z] is hermitian 
and nonsingular. 
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In [2] a duality between V, and V,, is established which can be used to 
define the following inner product. 
THEOREM 4.1. The form 
[u,u]:=(u*L:‘u)-,, UEV,, UEV, (4.1) 
is hermitian and nondegenerate, and thus defines an indefinite inner product 
on V,. The operator S+ is selfadjoint with respect to (4.1). 
Proof We will first show that (4.1) is nondegenerate. Let a hermitian 
minimal realization of L-’ be given by (3.5) and let b>(z) be defined by 
(3.6). According to Lemma 3.1, the columns of fi are a basis of V, and 
m_(fi*L-‘fi) = (A,z - A,)-‘. Hence (fi*L-ifi)), = A,‘; the matrix of 
(4.1) with respect to the basis fi is A;‘, which is nonsingular; and the form 
(4.1) is nondegenerate. The matrix of S+ with respect to D is A,A;‘, which 
implies that S+ is self-adjoint. n 
In order to define an inner product on UL, we recur to (aL)-‘(UL). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let g and h ie in UL, and let x and y be in c”[ [ z-l]] 
such that g = uLx and h = oLy. Then 
(g,h): =(x*L-‘~)~ (4.2) 
is well defined and is an indefinite inner product on UL. The shifi operator 
S- is self-adjoint with respect to (4.2). 
Proof The form (4.2) is weIl defined, since uLw = 0 implies L-‘w E 
Z?C”[[ z-q] ( and x*L-‘w), = 0. To show that (4.4) is nondegenerate, we 
work again with a minimal realization (3.5) of L-’ and let Z?(X) be given by 
(3.8). If z-iv(z) is a strictly proper matrix with aLV(z) = R(z), then (3.9) 
implies 
so that the matrix of (4.2) with respect to the basis I? is iV< ’ and (4.2) is 
nondegenerate. Again by Lemma 3.1 the matrix of S- is NiN;‘. Therefore 
S- is a self-adjoint operator. n 
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If bases for V, and U” are given, together with the matrices of the 
respective inner products and shift operators, then the polynomial matrix L is 
completely determined by these data. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let the columns of e(z) E Cnxr[z] he a basis of V,, and 
let F; ’ be the matrix of the indefinite inner product (4.1) and F, FL ’ be the 
matrix of S’ with respect to this basis. Furthermore, let a basis of U“ be given 
by thecolumnsofi?(z)~C”X”[z], andletP;l andPIP;’ be themcltricesof 
the indefinite inner product (4.2) and of the shij? operator S. Then 
L(z)= (e(z) @z))[ 6;‘, FO p” op,- (@z) A(z))*. (4.3) 
i 
Proof. Let (3.5) be a hermitian minimal realization of L-.‘, and let bases 
of V, and U’- be given by h(z) and fi(z) in (3.6) and (3.8). Then there are 
suitable nonsingular matrices Q and T such that 
e=fiQ and fi=l?T. (4.4) 
The preceding Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and their proofs imply 
A,z - A, = Q( F,z - F,)Q* and No - Nrz = T( P,, - P,z)T*. (4.5) 
Obviously (3.5) implies 
Then (4.4) and (4.5) yield the factorization (4.3). n 
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